THALANTHUKAL
GOODNESS TV presents the scholarship programme “THALANTHUKLAL”
to help those brilliant students who could not afford their higher studies due to
the lack of their financial stability.

1. School level scholarship of Rs.1,000/- per month.
2. College level scholarship of Rs.3,000/- per month.
3. Higher studies level scholarship of Rs.5,000/- per month.
The above given are three levels of scholarships coming under the
scheme “THALANTHUKAL”.
Guidelines –Sponsor
1. The sponsor can provide the money on monthly basis through the bank
account of either the student or the guardian.
2. Generally the sponsorship can be stopped or terminated, once the student
completes the course or his/her performance is changed.
3. Under special circumstances, the sponsor can terminate the sponsorship in
three months advance notice to the student.
Guidelines Students
1. Deserving students with excellent academic records whose mark lists of the last
examinations along with the prescribed application form should be submitted. It
shall be accompanied by the recommendation of either Parish Priest or the
Panchayath Member about the financial situation of the student shall also be
produced.
2. The students will be selected according to their academic performance,
financial and social status from the shortlist prepared by the Scholarship
committee

3. As and when the sponsors are available, these selected students will be
introduced to the sponsors by Divine,so that the sponsor can send the money
directly to them in each and every month.
4. The sponsor will have no commitment to the student regarding the amount of
money and the period for which it is send to them.
5. The Divine will also have no commitment to the student except trying to find
an alternate sponsor in case, a sponsor left from his agreement.
6. The selected students will have to send the copies of all mark lists to the
sponsor as well as Divine as and when available.
7. It is mandatory for the student who avail this scholarship shall submit an
undertaking stating that they shall contribute double the value of THALANTHS
(amount) to any deserving candidate once the student become an earning
member .
For more informations contact : e-mail : thalanth@goodnesstv.tv
Scholarship Co-ordintor

Office :0480 2700893
mob

: 9496955216

